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About This Game

Eared Hero is a simple 2D game with elements of survival, which will delight you with beautiful graphics and simple
gameplay. In this platformer you have to pass diverse, challenging levels for the small, defenseless rabbit. In this
platform game your main task is to collect carrots. After collecting all the carrots on the level and outwit all the
enemies before you open the entrance to a rabbit hole passing through you will be taken to the next level. Be careful as
many obstacles in your way can stop you from collecting cherished carrots and thereby advance to the next level.

Beautiful, animated graphics.
Many levels with increasing difficulty.
Simple and intuitive gameplay.
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Title: Eared Hero
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Vyacheslav Shilikhin
Publisher:
Vyacheslav Shilikhin
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2017

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP\Vista\7\8
Processor: 1 GHz
Memory: 1024 MB RAM
Graphics: 500MB
DirectX: Version 8.0
Storage: 250 MB available space
Additional Notes: Keyboard and Mouse
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eared hero steam
Uplink, the 12-year old "hacking simulator", is possibly the finest game of its type yet created. But it is definitely showing its
age and I'm not averse to trying something new. On the face of it, Hacker Evolution Duality looks to be an excellent successor to
that beloved classic. But first appearances are frequently misleading.
Hacker is not a game; it is a collection of dull and fiddly mini-games. While it has an excellent presentation, the gameplay itself
is nothing more than pushing a button at the right time; an uninteresting race against the clock that you need to repeat dozens of
times in each mission. It looks great - it has the appearance of Hollywood hacking nailed - but it quickly degenerates into
uninteresting repetitiveness. And just to make things even less fun, the controls were stiff and unresponsive; just the thing for a
game that demands quick reflexes. Despite its stylish gloss, the game fails to engage on almost every other levels and ultimately
is not particularly fun.. This is the fourth Pixel Puzzles game I've played, and the only one so far that I would not recommend. I
love puzzles, both physical and digital, and I finished every puzzle in this game, but there were so many built-in and unnecessary
annoyances that I couldn't recommend it to anyone else.
First and most importantly, someone had the idea to make the background patterned. I'm sure they meant well, but building a
patterned puzzle on a patterned backdrop is extremely difficult, especially with the larger puzzles that have smaller pieces. With
some, seeing the edges was nearly impossible, even with changing the color of the patterned backdrop. Without being able to
make out the shape of the edges, adding pieces became a sort of "trial-and-error" of dropping every somewhat-matching piece
into the spot and hoping one will fit. There is, as far as I could see, no way to get a nice solid background to work with, only
color-changes of the pattern; this can help but doesn't solve the problem. To me, this is a game-ruining design flaw.
The hint system isn't awful but it adds another layer of annoyance. The crabs you have to gather to "spend" on hints spawn
directly under your cursor. If you're trying to work in an area, you have to drop the piece you're working on to move the damned
crab out of the way. If by some chance the crab spawns where you have a few pieces piled up, you have to move every piece
before you can grab the crab. If you have a LOT of pieces piled up (i.e. if you're sorting them), it can take forever to get
everything moved so you can get the crab moved. Not game breaking, but very annoying.
The other problem I had with it was purely aesthetic. Birds aren't the most interesting thing to me, but I was expecting bright
birds with pretty plumage, tropical birds and pea\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, things that are pretty and make great
puzzles. Instead, you get a lot of penguins, ducks, and raptors, and very few were bright and engaging. The end result for me
personally was boredom. By the final, largest puzzle, I was sick of brown birds, brown ducks, and hundreds of penguins. So I
opened the last puzzle to fiinish this game off, and there were more penguins (I shook my head with a sigh and sallied forth
anyway). There was some variety in the pictures, but even the variety was dull. Now, this is a personal preference so others
might not agree here, but it was my personal opinion on it.
So after 20+ hours playing the game and finishing every puzzle for the sake of my own achievement-seeking OCD, I just can't
recommend it to anyone else unless the poor background and annoying hint system aren't likely to bother you.. Awesome game.
The puzzles themselves are challenging but the speed of the game makes it really addictive.. I love Octodad!!! XD. There ought
to be something wrong with a game if you don't feel bad resorting to infinite money cheats after just a couple of hours.
Why? Because this game can, by and large, be characterized as Farmville in space. You need money to buy expensive ships and
weapons to do story missions, but the only way to get it reliably is by mining asteroids and trading, which have about the same
degree of complexity and player's involvement as Cookie Clicker. Now, do it again, again, and again for several hours. You can
also grind the same 5 mercenary missions over, and over, and over again, or just fly around and shoot other ships, but that will
be just as much of an underwhelming and repetitive chore. Also, if your ship does get taken down (usually by a group of pirates
suddenly appearing out of nowhere and catching you unawares, sleepy or AFK after several minutes of flying through empty
Space with nothing happening), you'll lose some of your precious equipment.
Star Nomad is not atrocious, and could be an OK distraction if you're listening to music, or thinking about something, but that's
about it it.
It is also true that the game harkens back to other space sims like Elite and Star Control, but it has so little variety, and the
combat system is so simplistic that it fails to keep one's attention for any significant period of time. (the realisation that you've
got nothing else to do in the game happened in Elite as well, mind you, but it came much, much later than here). Bland writing,
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lame, sometimes sexual, jokes and no memorable characters does not help the case, either.
Sexy (if not sexist) art tho.. Not the best puzzle\/hidden object game in the world, but it's got some good atmosphere and offers
a decent run if you get it at a bargain price.. decent racing game kinda wish you could upgrade the vehicles. Other than that great
mud physics for getting stuck unless your driving one of the good offroading vehicles. Very challenging requires quickness and
skill. I found the game to be very good, because of the graphics and the unreal engine.
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If you like a challenge this is the game for you.. Cats, incredibally pleasent musicc, very good game. phat graphics.
bye
bi
buy!. Big Action Mega Fight!
fast game with modern day graphics with easy controls that moves from location A to B to C and so on,
good amount of action and special effects,
good game.
Personal Suggested Purchase Price: $0.49 Or Less During Sale. Very cute game that goes along the same lines as Diner Dash. If
you like time management games, then you will like this one. Colorful graphics, interesting characters, and a good soundtrack
make this game stand out.. Sins of a Solar Empire crossed with Supreme Commander by someone with no sense of fun or
budget.
The game isn't actively bad, it is just bland and uninspired.. I remember completing this game when it first arrived to
kongregate.com and it is still a game I could play over and over! Recommend it to anyone who likes dungeon crawlers and old
school rpgs. On the whole, Raceroom content is far to expeensive - that's the only reason I gave the base game a thumbs down.
Prices aside, this DLC is bloody fantastic. 90's DTM cars seriously rock. Already finished the last Fight with The Incubator, this
game totally awesome ♥ ♥ ♥ Totally Worth it ±10$
as a Low Gaming gear, i recommended this game, Very Fun & Enjoyable, i'd rather wasting my Lifetime by using Map editor
xD & Love the "You're Wrecked" Cutscene
(+) SinglePlayer & MultiPlayer are available
(+) even my VGA is very Low, i can barely seen how Beautiful Lensflare was ♥
(+) Best Crash Physic
(+) Crashed!! "Cutscene"
(+) Damage model seems like GTA IV
(+) Mod from Workshop
(+) MAP EDITOR!!!!!
(+) Love the Game Modes Especially Wrecking Match
(+) Achievements & Trading Cards available
i know this game was released in 10 Augst last week but :
(-) Handling/Braking Looking Terrible (need to tuning it 1st)
(-) AI are insane ( like a cop in "Theft" stage )
(-) Cars are Fragile/Weak while Wrecking Match Especially after Respawning
(-) Multiplayer tasking/loading still confusing
Hope so next Update would be awesome like New Map, Weapons , soundtrack, Achievements, etc.
I Liek This Game = 9.0/10 ,Totally wasting my lifetime on it!
♥ ♥ ♥. Good luck lmao
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